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Motivation

Massive stars (8 to 30 Msun)

Core collapse SN Type Ia SN

CO White dwarfs in binary systems
accreting mass from a companion

Differences depending on progenitor 
mass loss before explosion

Homogeneous brightness
---> Cosmology

Few (CCSNe) and no (SNe Ia) direct progenitor detection 
(e.g. Smartt+09)

Alternative methods to constrain progenitor properties:  ENVIRONMENT



  

SNe Ia cosmology
Several works have been looking for correlations between the Hubble
residuals (HR) and global properties of the host galaxy:



  

Cumulative distributions
of local star-formation 
at SN position for several 
SN types

More correlation to the 
Star-formation, means less 
time to migrate from the 
formation region (age), and 
to lose enveloping layers 
(mass)

Progenitor constraints



  

Environmental studies

● Global properties

- Photometry/imaging                                              
(Sullivan+10, Lampeitl+10, Anderson+09, ...)

- Single-aperture / long-slit spectroscopy (at host 
galaxy core) (Prieto+08, D'Andrea+12, ...)

● Local properties

- Global values + gradients (Boissier+09, Galbany+12, ...)

- Single-aperture / long-slit spectroscopy (at SN 
position) (Anderson+10&12, Modjaz+11, ...)

- Integral field Spectroscopy (Stanisjev+12, Kuncarayakti+13, ...)



  



  

Sample selection
● Cross-check Sne IAU list with CALIFA galaxies (by coord.)

~350 galaxies observed so far

42 hosted 50 SNe (after careful inspection)
● + previous observations (SAME instrument!):

– Feasibility Study for CALIFA, Sanchez+12

– PINGS Survey, Rosales-Ortega+10

– Sne Ia hosts, Stanishev+12

– NGC5668, Marino+12

– Interacting galaxies project, Barrera-Ballesteros in prep.

75 Sne:  32 type II, 13 type Ibc, 30 type Ia



  



  



  



  



  

Star-forming regions

● HIIexplorer 
(Sanchez+12) to 
select HII clumps from 
Ha emission maps

● Measure distances 
from the SN explosion 
site to the center of 
the nearest HII clump



  

Star-forming regions

● HIIexplorer 
(Sanchez+12) to 
select HII clumps from 
Ha emission maps

● Measure distances 
from the SN explosion 
site to the center of 
the nearest HII clump



  

SF density

Ha EW<log t*>

HII clump
distamce



  

Metallicity

From gas emission line ratios From stellar population 



  

Metallicity

From gas emission line ratios From stellar population 

Sequence in metallicity at SN position from Sne Ia to Sne II 

Slight difference between mean values of Ibc and II (~0.01 dex)
larger differences in the median (~0.04 dex)



  

Aperture effects
4 different measurements:

CENTRAL

INTEGRATED
W and WO AGN

LOCAL

LOCAL from GRADIENT



  

● CEN - LOC ~ 0.07 dex CC SNe

● INT - LOC ~ -0.08 dex SNe Ia

● INT(AGN) ~ INT(noAGN)

● GRAD – LOC ~ 0.01 dex CC Sne

                       ~ -0.03 dex Sne Ia

           error when using gradients
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Metallicity gradients

● Measure metallicity 
gradients normalizing 
distance to the disc 
effective radius (r_e)

● Show a universal 
gradient (~ -0.1 dex)

study in preparation 
using all CALIFA 
galaxies (Sanchez+ in prep.)



  

Metallicity gradients

● Type Ia SNe do 
not show a 
decrease in 
metallicity at larger 
distances

● CC SNe local 
metallicity have 
lower values in the 
outskirts



  

Conclusions
● Differences found in the environment of different SN types

– Association to star-formation

– Local metallicity

that can help constrain the properties of each type of SN progenitor

● IFS allowed us to study aperture effects (spectroscopy at different 
redshift) and the use of metallicity gradients as an indirect 
approximation to the local values.

– Central and integrated spectra

– Integrated spectra including AGN

differences found depending on SN type: usefulness in host galaxy 
studies in Type Ia cosmology


